Generate quick quotes or enter policies in a snap with NetRate

NetRate integrates seamlessly with MGA Systems and AIM

Full featured, ISO-based rating solution built to accurately rate at all stages of the policy lifecycle. Designed for the agility of an MGA so you can go to market quickly with new or modified products and respond to your agents’ quick turnaround requirements.

ISO Compliant - Ensure your quotes are accurate with our ISO-based rules engine and establish a trusted relationship with your carrier.

Seamless integrations - Integrate with your MGA management system to rate, quote, and bind, or connect forms, conditions, and warranties with policy issuance.

Streamlined data collection - The intuitive UI makes it easy to enter a quote and generate a proposal.

Quick and customized - Go to market quickly with the included lines of business or customize to meet your unique classes, coverages, loss cost multipliers, and any other carrier requirements.

Full policy lifecycle - Write new business and handle audits, renewals, cancellations, reinstates, and even out of sequence endorsements.

NetRate capabilities:

• ISO Rating Engine
• ISO content libraries kept up to date by Vertafore
• Import data from spreadsheet templates or PDF documents and reduce the time and risk of manual entry.
• Lines of business available for rapid deployment: General Liability, Property, Inland Marine, Crime, Cyber Liability, and Workers Compensation
• Integrate with third-party data sources to reduce data entry and improve quote completeness
• Incorporate rating data into your compliance reporting, such as bordereau, carrier feeds, statistical coding, and DMV reporting

“NetRate is extremely flexible, scalable, and has the people behind it that understand the Insurance industry and have experience in technology.”

Laura Acquadro
Vice President, Core Programs

Visit for more info or call 800.444.4813